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Abstract: 

Collection of large amount of data is nothing but a database. For updating, and  deleting the data to or from the database we have to 

use queries. A user can communicate with the database by using query interfacing. Trad itional Mechanism of database queries c an’t 

implement user satisfied output. So modified method for overcome such problem Dynamic Query Form (DQF) is preferred  [3]. In 

DQF a question interface that is capable of dynamically generating question forms for users, different from document retrieva l 

system. Sometime such dynamic sense of data can’t be retrieved using normal query forms, which can’t be understand by normal 

program user. Same problem is challenging for SQL, Oracle, etc. databases also.  In this paper we have to show dynamic query form 

is efficient than static query generation.  Goal of this Project is to show that the advantages of using dynamic query forms fo r database 

over the existing static forms for database. Here concept of ranking attribute is used [4].  
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I.INTRODUCTION 

 

In huge amount the interface for querying database is ‘Query 

Form’ lots of developers and administrates or DBA’s in various 

database and information fields have designed and predefined 

the typical query forms. With the rapid science and day to day 

developed informative database, there for database have 

become huge in size and more complex. As we see rapid  

increase of banking sector in daily life, every human have a use 

of banking facilit ies for their daily purposes. Query kind is one 

in every of the wide used user interfaces for querying 

databases. Ancient question forms are designed and defined by 

developers or DBA in various information management 

systems. With the rapid development of internet info and 

scientific databases, big databases become difficult and 

complex. Several internet databases, like Freebase and 

DBPedia, usually have thousands of structured internet entities 

[4]. Therefore, it's tough to style a set of static question forms 

to satisfy varied ad-hoc database queries on those complicated 

informat ion’s, etc. samples. A Dynamic question type system: 

RQF, a question interface that is able of randomly generating 

queries forms for end users. The essence of RQF is to catch end 

user fondness complete end user interactions and to adapt the 

question type cyclically [4].Every iteration contains sorts of 

two user interactions: it contains only a few primary attributes 

of the information. The essential question type is then enriched 

cyclically via the interactions between the user and our system 

up to the and therefore the random generation of question 

forms. For smooth working and mechanization of the 

preparation, it is user is glad with the query output. During this 

paper, we have a tendency to superior study the indexing of 

question type parts important to develop a hearty programming 

which can do the accompanying errands [2]: 

(1) Prepare yearly preparing policies for the whole year.  

(2) So lve complications for getting the work.  

(3) Interface to easily enter the new sections in the database. 

(4) Registration of new authorized person. 

(5) Report Generation. 

(6) Analysis. 

 

II. EXIS TING WORK: 

 

1. Static Query Form:- 

 

The existing solution is using loading of static forms from the 

stored forms list. If any updates are occurred to the database 

they aren’t displayed in the forms which supply  the user old 

forms which are not modified as in the database. Suppose any 

data is added and end user wants to recover it, the static forms 

will not reflect the added data in the database [1]. 

 

2. Dynamic Query Form:- 

 

Dynamic Query Form system: DQF, a query interface which is 

capable of randomly producing query forms for end users. 

Different from typical document retrieval, users  in database 

retrieval are always want to perform many rounds of actions 

(i.e ., refin ing query environment) before identify ing the final 

candidates. The DQF is to take user fondness  through end user 

communicat ions and to adapt the query form repeatedly [1]. 

 

3. Disadvantages of it: 

I. The predefined DQF does not deal with unstructured 

data. Means those data which stored in textual files.  

II. The existing solution are unsecured, they are 

susceptible to web bots. 

III. It may be used for searching the percentage of 

informat ion accessed but can’t search the person who 

used this information.   

IV. This is time consuming process.  

V. It is not applicable for group based and multilevel 

data. 
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III. PROPOS ED WORK 

  

A] Dynamic Query From: 

 

Typical databases can’t give output as user’s requirement i.e. 

some generic users can’t follow such programming languages. 

To remove the con’s of existing technique, the random query 

form is produced. Random query form handles the database 

without having knowing of query languages. There should not 

require having expertise in any database query language to 

handle with data by using this  proposed system.    

 

 
 Figure.1. Flowchart of DQF  

  

B] Proposed Method: 

  

In “Database Query Suggestions”, current invention develops 

collaborative techniques to suggest database query attribute for 

database detections. It deals  SQL queries as items in the 

collaborative filtering methods, and suggest same queries to 

related end users.  This proposed system suggests RQF, a 

newly defined database query form interface, which is able to 

dynamically generate query forms. The RQF system is advised 

to have the several sections, that are as follows [3]- 

 

In “Query Form Enrichment”, query form elements for the 

admin/end user DQF suggests an indexed list and the user 

choose wanted attributes into present query form. 

 

In “Query Execution”, admin/end user completes the present 

query form into the present query form and DQF runs the 

present query and display its query result and finally admin  

/end user returns it review. 

  

In “Modified Query Forms”, the advised system returns visual 

interfaces for creators to generate or customize query forms. 

The problem of those different tools is that, this is not for 

admin/end-users, for the professional creators who are well 

known with their databases.  

 

C] Methodology: 

 

Dynamic Query form will actually into two steps, first one is 

Query Execution and second one is Query enhancement [3].  

 

In “Query Execution”, admin/end user completes the current 

query form with wanted form attribute, and present query form 

will be put in result by the system and after output of the query 

shown by the system. If admin/end user receive wanted output 

from submitted query form and then admin/end user will index 

the query form in future work. For future use the query form 

will be restored [3]. 

  

In “Query Enhancement”, as  we discuss above in query 

execution method, admin/end user again select the query 

attribute if admin/end user is not satisfied with query results 

then he again he will again  complete the query form and submit  

it and obtain the desired output[3]. After admin/end users is 

satisfied with the obtained output then take help of the query 

from ranking list, otherwise he will select another form 

attribute. Because of query enhancement methodology, 

attribute enhancement based on end user’s choice and 

improvement of query form and that’s why efficiency of query 

form is increased [3]. 

  

In “User Action”, to decide whether a query forms is desired or 

not, an end user doesn’t have time to go over every data 

application in the query output. In addition, most of database 

queries output have a large amount of data applications. In 

order to ignore this “Most-Answer" problem, we have only 

output a compressed result chart to show a high-level view of 

the query output first. Each instance in the compressed table 

represents a gather of concrete data application. Then, the user 

can click through desired clusters to seen the detailed data 

applications [3]. 

 

IV. S YS TEM MODEL  

 

In our proposed system framework we are going to insert an 

automatic application to search the input of the condition on 

attribute by making use of ranking mechanism approaches with 

the help of First Best Less Eq condition Algorithm and One 

Query format ion Algorithm. By taking help of our proposed 

system the end client will have the capacity to handle there 

every day transactions happened in user’s account and 

analyzing database report. It provisionally helps the end client 

to judge informat ion i.e. data retrieved by taking help of DQF 

for Baking Sector and abilit ies of their representatives [2]. 

 
 

Figure.2. S ystem Model of DQF for Banking Sector [3]  

 

Advantages of Proposed System: 

 

 A lower efforts for to generate result i.e. retrieved 

desired information from database by using DQF for 

Banking sector [1]. 

 

 A fastest technique for getting knowledge from Query  

Ranked Report [1]. 
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 The capacity to follow up on client activity on their 

account and helps to admin for take better decision [1].  

 

 Identifies a bank's Strengths, Weaknesses, Policies and 

Threats (SWPT Analysis) [1]. 

 

 The indexing of query form attributes, which makes it 

simpler for admin/end users to editable query forms. 

 

 The random approach always tends to greater success 

rate and easy query forms paragon with static method. 

 

 We developed a random query form creation method 

which helps admin/end user randomly produce query 

forms. 

 

V.S YSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Framework engineering is comprised of module, for example, 

client, make yearly preparing timetable customer CIRT 

framework and database. 

 

• Admin/End-user:- 

In this module client used our system with adman’s  

authenticates use rid and authenticate password. System just 

checked client will have an authorizat ion to access into system.  

 

• Query Form: - 

In this stage validate client i.e . admin take some effect ive 

decision after analyzing data by using different query forms. 

Query forms consists of different number of attributes i.e. 

components of database and also using several criteria.  

 

• Query Result:- 

This is our desired framework in which all data with respect to 

admin. 

 

• Database:- 

Database is utilized/used for to save different data required by 

our DQF for Banking Sector framework i.e. Query Forms, 

Query Result, Ranked based Query Result, Analysis report of 

database and Final Report.  

VI.CONCLUS ION 

 

Here we propose a random query form generation approach 

which helps users randomly generate query forms. We used 

ranking based attribute model for user interfacing between 

databases. Both scenarios of historical queries and runtime 

feedbacks i.e. click through for preference generation. By  

surveying the different techniques of query form we reach to 

the conclusion that dynamic query generation technique is user 

friendly to customize query form database. So by adding text 

box to non-relational database, in real t ime we can use DQF in  

much application. 
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